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“The Syrian Security Arrests 22 Youth from the Residents of Khan 

Al Shieh…. Water Cut in Dar’aa Camp for 300 Days” 

   

 
  

 Bombing and Clashes at the Yarmouk Camp 

 The Residents of Al Rmdan Camp suffer of Severe Living Crises 

 UNRWA Delegations Visit Al Husieneia Camp to Assess the 

Damages of its Facilities 

 The International Relief Organization Distributes Aids on the 

Palestinians of Syria in Kilis City, Turkey 

 44 Palestinian Refugees Died in Syria duringthe Second half of 2014 

due to Bombing of the Palestinian Camps and Compounds in Syria. 

 Egypt Detains Palestinian Syrian Refugees at the New Cairo 

Airport. 
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Recent Updates 

The Kokab checkpoint of the Regular Army arrested 22 Palestinians from 

Khan Al Shieh camp and according to a testimony of the residents of the 

camps, they said,” the Syrian Army at the Kokab checkpoint forced their 

bus to stop and told the passengers to get out and they took the bus to 

unknown destinations, they also insured that the number of the detainees 

is 22 young men from the camp’s residents”. On the other hand, the 

adjacent areas and farms were exposed to violent bombing by the 

Regular Army artillery shells and in contrary the Syrian Opposition 

bombed the location of the Regular Army forces no. 137 with mortar 

shells. It is worthy to mention that the AGPS documented 60 detainee’s 

names from the Khan Al Shieh camp and 15 victims due to torture in the 

Syrian Army prisons. 

In the same context, the Yarmouk camp for the Palestinian refugees south 

of Damascus was exposed to bombing with a number of mortar shells 

without injuries, coincided with the broke out of night confrontations in 

the conflict areas between the Regular Army with the Palestinian factions 

loyal to it and the Opposition groups. A number of food parcels were 

distributed yesterday at Yeldatown, which surrounds the Yarmouk camp, 

on the Yarmouk residents by the Syrian Red Crescent Society. 

 
Palestine Hospital, the only working hospital in the Yarmouk camp 

The Regular Army and the PFGC are still imposing a strict siege on the 

Yarmouk camp for 583 days respectively in addition to the continuation 

of power cut for more than 663 days and water cut for 153 days 

respectively, where the number of victims reached 165 victims. 
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On the other side, a delegation from UNRWA yesterday visited Al 

Huseineia camp to supervise its facilities and to assess the damages. The 

delegation declared that the damages that affected its facilities are not 

huge and they will start to rehabilitate QalqiliaSchool to let the students 

return back to study. It is mentioned that the Regular Army prevents the 

residents of Al Huseineia camp to return back to their houses for 485 

days under the pretext of securing the area. This comes in the time that 

the residents of the camp, who left to the surrounding areas and towns, 

suffer of severe living crises due to the continuation of the ongoing 

conflict in Syria. 

Al Ramdan camp, which is located in the southern east of Damascus 50 

Km away from Damascus and 9km far from Al Dameer city, suffers of 

sever living crises due to the reflection of the ongoing conflict in Syria on 

the refugees that led to the spread of unemployment amongst its residents 

and the severe shortage of food materials, medicine and fuel in addition 

to the high cost of rent houses. 

In Dar’aa south of Syria, Dar’aa camp for Palestinian refugees is still 

exposed to warplanes raids, artillery shells and rocket launchers, which 

led to mas destructions in the houses and properties. On the other side, 

the residents complain from the deteriorated living situation and the 

continuation of water cut all over the camp for 300 days respectively, in 

addition to the power and telecommunication cut for long periods. 

 

Civil Work Committees 

The International Relief Organization in coordination with the General 

Authority for the Palestinian refugees in Syria distributed financial aids 

to the displaced Palestinians from Syria in Kilis City in Turkey for houses 

rent; the amount of money is to pay the rent of the houses for a month. 

The IRO also distributed bread on the Palestinian families in Kilis city 

for three months respectively. It is mentioned that thousands of 

Palestinian refugees fled from Syria to Turkey due to the bombing of their 

camps and the involvement of the camps in the ongoing conflict in Syria. 
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Statistics 

The Action Group for Palestinians of Syria documented about 44 victims 

during the second half of 2014 due to the bombing of the Palestinian 

camps and compounds which led to displaced Palestinian refugees’ 

victims who left their camps for more safe areas. 

The victims of bombing were distributed as Dar’aa and its towns 15 

victims due to explosive barrels, 10 victims from the Yarmouk camp and 

AL Hajar Al Aswad area, 7 victims from Khan Al Shieh camp,2 victims in 

Damascus Suburb such as Duma, Al wafdein camp,  refugee victim at 

Aleppo, 5 victims at Homs 4 of them from Al Waerr and Al Khames 

neighborhood in Hasyaa area, 3 victims, from the Palestinian camps at 

Syria, in Gaza during the Israeli aggression on the Gaza Strip on summer 

of 2014two of them are from the Yarmouk camp. 

 

Egypt 

The AGPS received news about that there are about 50 Palestinian and 

Syrian Refugees detained by the Egyptian forces at the New Cairo 

Airport. The Information referred to that the Egyptian Security took all 

the mobile phones and all communication means to not contact the mass 

media people, human rights organizations and UNHCO to hide their 

detention details. The information added that there are a number of 

Palestinians of Syria refugees detained in the Airport prison since more 

than 6 months. The AGPS was not able to make sure of the information 

truth from another source. 
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This comes after Palestinian and Syrian refugees, who are detained at 

Karmouz prison in Alexandria Egypt, declared their open hunger strike 

starting from yesterday 9th of Feb.2014 till they achieve their demands 

that are to immediately coordinate with the concerned parties for 

receiving them in the European countries, which their families are in,. 

The strike also comes as a response to the carelessness of the 

International and humanitarian organizations toward their case after 

passing 100 days in the detention prison. It is mentioned that they are 

treated as prisoners and so far from the humanitarian treatment. 

 
Children detained in Karmouz prison in Egypt  

Numbers and Statistics till 9/2/2015 

 At least 27933 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 2642 Palestinian refugees were documented by the AGPS. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 583 days respectively. In addition, power 

cuts continued for more than 663 days, water was cut for 153 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached 

165 victims.  

 80,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees escaped from Syria to the 

neighboring towns, including 14348 refugees in Jordan, 42,000 in 

Lebanon, according to UNRWA statistics till November. 

 Al Husayneyya Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the 

residents of the camp to return back to their houses for 485days 

respectively. 
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 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 454days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 656days after 

the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 300days without water and 70% 

of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL SaiedaZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road.  


